PUBLIC  OPINION   IN   1815
was accepted as a fact, much as we accept the weather, save
of course by the small sections who, through deep conviction
or interest, were ardently hostile or rapturously welcoming.
Little happened between July 1814 and February 1815.
The Government was concerned mainly with finance, and the
securing of " order.'1 It irritated some of its supporters by its
refusal to reopen the matter of such national property as had
been confiscated from aristocracy or Church; it antagonized
others by a harsh Press law and by its apparent willingness
to restore to the Catholic clergy its former control over educa-
tion. The situation appeared, in fact, anything but settled,
and Madame de Stael wrote that there was a widespread belief
that " it would not last."
" It " didn't. On 26th February Napoleon left the island of
Elba, three weeks later Louis XVIII. was in flight: not a single
regiment rose on his behalf, and the flickers of resistance in
the south and west died out like a straw fire, the only result
of these risings being to fan into flame the dormant embers of
revolutionary opinion in those districts.
One is tempted to deduce from this the persistence of a keen
Bonapartist opinion, but this would scarcely be accurate:
Napoleon soon discovered that there was less enthusiasm for
his person than hopes for greater freedom than under Louis
XVIII. Whether or not he did say to Mole that he would
never have left Elba had he realized what concessions he would
have to make to democratic feeling, it is certain that he was
appalled at the requests made by erstwhile subservient public
bodies for freedom of the Press, ministerial responsibility and
" a constitution which once guaranteed would not be violated
as soon as promulgated." He was nevertheless compelled to
issue in April a constitution which reads like a distant echo of
the ** Charter " which had accompanied the return of Louis
XVIIL, a constitution which was voted on during May, only
one voter in four troubling to record his opinion. However,
the future of Napoleon as a Liberal sovereign need not be
inquired into ; Waterloo saw to that.
The second restoration of Louis XVIIL was, like the first,
the work of the Allies more than the free choice of the people.

